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Abstract

Much has been written about quality and risk management from the perspectives of organizations that design, develop, and implement software systems. However, many enterprises no longer build software systems internally but, instead, acquire them from contractors. For an organization that acquires software systems, project management needs to be done from a different perspective, and quality and risk management needs a different focus and emphasis than the organization responsible for building the systems. This paper marks the tenth anniversary of a PNSQC 2008 presentation entitled “Management of Outsourced Projects.” Many of the topics discussed then continue to be relevant today. The major difference between then and now, however, is the popularity of agile development methodologies. Agile, with some of its primary tenets including focus on short iterations, needs to be adapted in order to work successfully in an environment where organizations acquire software built by a third party. In this paper, the authors categorize problems and issues that arise when fitting Agile into these environments and discuss areas where Agile needs to be adapted in order to be successful. We conclude with the observation that system development life cycle (SDLC) methodologies like Agile is one facet of delivering enterprise system projects successfully in large organizations.
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1. Introduction

In many organizations, enterprise software systems are acquired and not built internally. In these projects, the software development is outsourced to contractors and may span all aspects of the system development life cycle (SDLC). Even when a prime contractor is experienced and has a good track record of delivering projects successfully, a project that involves the acquisition of an enterprise system is a complex undertaking and so high risk for an organization acquiring the enterprise system (“acquiring organization”).

Many times, there may be conflict between contracting model and SDLC. This is especially true with Agile, where requirements are supposed to be discovered and clarified as a project progresses, yet the acquiring organization wants a product delivered by a specific date that meets stated requirements and business needs.

From the perspective of the authors, a root cause of this problem is that Agile development methodologies, without adaptation, may not be compatible with procuring software systems from contractors. Remember that Agile, first proposed in 2001 via the Agile Manifesto [Beck 2015], is an alternative to development methods that emphasizes nailing down detailed requirements up-front with detail documentation throughout a project’s life cycle. Challenges of adopting agile methods in the public sector can be found in the literature [Nuottila 2016], including papers that focus on systems acquisition and contracting [SEI 2016 and USGAO 2014].

Understanding these issues is critical to solving the problem of poor or failed system delivery projects. As such, this paper categorizes and describes challenges in quality & risk management from the perspective of an acquiring organization:

- Requirements & SDLC Congruency
- Organizational readiness;
- Contractual considerations;
- Business aware testing;
- Organizational dynamics

The authors believe a better understanding of these challenges would be the first step toward solving this problem. We will leverage lessons learned from the authors’ experience in the public and the private sectors; with emphasis on improving quality, reducing risk, and minimizing technical debt in Agile or Agile influenced projects. Whether dealing with internal staff or with contractor staff, our main theme will be “trust but verify”. As such, the reader can leverage lessons learned in each section depending on their specific context.

2. Context for Major IT Projects in Large Enterprises

A description of the context of major IT projects in large enterprises may be useful. Of particular importance would be the general solution approaches available and the challenges in large complex enterprises.

**General Solution Approaches.** Major IT projects are major capital investments for the acquiring organization. For each project, management makes its decision to invest, typically on the basis of a business case. Such a business case is usually supported by high-level business requirements and an analysis of available solution approaches in terms of their relative costs, benefits, and risks for the organization. Available solution approaches emphasize system integration and generally fall under three categories:

- **Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) system with customization.** This is usually based on a major software product or a suite of software products. Examples include enterprise resource planning (ERP) system or electronic document management system (EDMS) that have been implemented for similar enterprises in the same or similar vertical industries.
- **Transfer system with customization.** This is usually based on a system or a suite of systems that have been implemented for a specific enterprise.
- **Custom developed system.** This is often viewed as higher cost and higher risk, but may be the only viable approach if no COTS or transfer system based solution is available.

As an example, at any one time in Oregon state government, there are usually about 20 major IT projects in execution, with prime contractors on board and working. As of May 2018, only one of these projects selected a fully custom developed approach. The Top 5 projects by budget are in the following state agencies:

1. Department of Human Services - $335 million, transfer system with customization
2. Department of Justice - $130 million, transfer system with customization
3. Department of Transportation - $90 million, COTS system with customization
4. Oregon Health Authority - $28 million, COTS systems with customization
The scope of customization may include integration or interfaces with existing or legacy systems, as well as conversion of data in systems being replaced. In addition, configuration, scripting, and custom coding are usually necessary. Even for a COTS or transfer system based solution, there may be significant coding efforts to deliver functionality not in the base system. As such, a “gap analysis” between the functionalities of the base system and the system to be delivered is of great importance during procurement and during development.

Challenges in Large Enterprises. Major IT projects are usually change initiatives that aim to significantly improve or transform an enterprise. For the acquiring organization, challenges include:

- Insufficient participation of subject matter experts - Cross-functional processes, business rules, and applicable regulatory requirements are often too numerous and complex for a few individuals to fully represent them. Yet, it is often impractical for the most qualified individuals to participate when needed, because these individuals may be indispensable in their normal duties.
- Lack of familiarity with “to be” business processes or new operational paradigms - Personnel within the acquiring organization are experts of the organization’s “as is” business processes, but these are the business processes being changed. For IT systems based on COTS or transfer systems, prime contractor staff are often the experts of “to be” business processes implicit in the base system.
- Unobvious tradeoffs between cost / risk of customization vs. benefits that can be realized – Well meaning customization to support organization specific needs may have significant risks associated with cost, schedule, and other risks. On the other hand, exclusive use of functionalities “out of the box” may entail workarounds that are operationally time consuming or costly when in production use.

In the public sector, additional challenges that may be less common in the private sector include:

- Competitive procurement processes - The prime contractor and the solution approach must be selected based on a fair, competitive request-for-proposal (RFP) process, because of public procurement statutes and rules. Such an RFP must be supported by requirements and a statement of work (SOW) that defines tasks, deliverables, and their acceptance criteria. Because these artifacts become exhibits of an executed contract, unclear requirements or SOW may face vendor questions or protests during the RFP process. More importantly, they may lead to contract disputes, cost escalation, or law suits later.
- Lead time for contract review / approval - The RFP and the resulting contract and subsequent amendments must be approved by all participating funding partners, e.g. federal agencies in the case of state government. This review / approval process introduces significant lead time (usually many weeks) for contract amendments; typically contain changes to scope (requirements), schedule, and cost.
- Independent quality assurance and certification – The acquiring organization may need to pass independent reviews or be certified by one or more government agencies. Among Oregon state agencies, independent quality assurance by a third-party is mandated by state statute and, if applicable, federal agencies funding the work. There are also specific requirements when a system must connect to certain government systems, e.g. federal Social Security Administration, federal Internal Revenue Service, state division of motor vehicles, and federal or state law enforcement authorities. Systems for managing payments in federally supported programs, e.g. Medicaid and social services, must be approved and certified by the appropriate federal agency or agencies before production use.

Certain human factors and organizational dynamics are also of great importance, because they may negatively impact project performance in significant ways. For the prime contractor, it is driven more by profitability than the best possible solution for the acquiring organization. So, prime contractor staff would tend to do the minimum required by the contract or steer toward new tasks or contract amendments with additional costs to the acquiring organization. For the acquiring organization, it is not a given that the assigned staff want the change desired by management. They may not share the same vision of change as management or may interpret that vision differently. They may have a desire to minimize change of “as is” business processes and so resist alignment with functionalities of a base system “out of the box” (which would mean larger scope of customization). Also, they may not necessarily feel fully motivated or empowered in assigned work teams.

3. Requirements & SDLC Congruency

From a software engineering standpoint, requirements are central to high quality system delivery. However, before the acquiring organization can have a prime contractor on board, one must be procured that is capable of delivering the system – often based on a COTS or transfer system, as discussed in Section 2.

Requirements for Procurement vs. Requirements for Development. For the acquiring organization, it is very important to differentiate between the following:
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1. High-level requirements necessary to procure the prime contractor including competitive RFPs; 
2. Detailed requirements necessary to support design, development, and implementation.

For (1), an acquiring organization must develop high-level requirements that describe strategic intents, business objectives, general features-functions needed, conceptual relationships with other data systems and data sources, and high level workflows and user scenarios. Frequently, this work may involve consultants or contractors. If contractors are involved, these should not be the prime contractor to be procured, as it represents a conflict of interest.

For (2), detailed requirements are usually done by the prime contractor, with participation of the acquiring organization’s management and staff. This work may involve development of user scenarios or use cases, analysis of features-functions needed to meet business needs, modeling and validation of business processes as needed, and documentation to support the work of cross-functional teams and third-party reviews as needed. This type of work is accompanied by solution architecture based on software products chosen to support the general solution approach selected, as described in Section 2.

Requirements That Fail to Represent All Business Needs. A “technically good” system does not necessarily guarantee that the larger mission or objectives of the enterprise can be achieved. But even SDLCs such as Agile that incorporate the users into the development process do not necessarily guarantee that the delivered systems support the overall objectives of the enterprise. This is true especially for very large projects in large enterprises in which not all users or the relevant subject matter experts can be represented when needed. Indeed, a central challenge to the acquiring organization is in assuring requirements are sound, faithfully reflect business needs, and can be expected to give rise to features-functions that have reasonable return on investment (ROI), both in financial or non-financial terms.

Iterative Requirements. With good engineering and project management practices, subsequent work (Design, Build, Deploy, and Operate / Optimize a system) can be done on the basis of good traceability to Requirements with the participation of the end user or product owner. In the schematic SDLC representation of Figure 1, Waterfall SDLC [Jones 2012] may well have arrows from Build back to Design or from Design back to Requirements, but the general directionality is Design after Requirements and Build after Design. Agile and other iterative SDLCs (e.g. the Unified Process) would leverage the learning achieved from earlier software releases to enable refinements of Requirements and Designs in subsequent phases, iterations, or sprints.

![Figure 1: Generic System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) for a single phase, iteration, or sprint in a project. A project with multiple phases, iterations, or sprints has multiple instances of this.](image)

Where there are multiple major software releases and numerous minor software releases to be delivered over many iterations or sprints, it is important for the acquiring organization to be proactive with reviews of user scenarios, use cases, detailed requirements, and testing. It is necessary to adopt a “trust but verify” mindset when working with the prime contractor throughout the project’s life cycle.

With contractors that develop software using an Agile methodology, yet with a waterfall type contracting vehicle, it is critical to allow extra time for the iterations in the requirements phase where the contractor involves the acquiring organization’s project management team and the end user organization. As shown in Figure 1, this can be accomplished through iterative Requirements, Design and Build. These iterations can be time boxed with reviewable artifacts in order to support a controlled process that is part of enforceable contracts.
4. Organizational Readiness

In many acquiring organizations, the capture, analysis, and documentation of detailed requirements are increasingly in scope for the prime contractor. However, even when high quality resources to support all facets of a project can be expected from the prospective prime contractor, it does not follow that the acquiring organization can bring a prime contractor on board at any time without substantial preparation. The extent of this preparation varies depending on policies for IT investment due diligence, competitive procurement, budget cycles, and other considerations in the acquiring organization; as well as the level of management discretion allowed and accountability expected. More often than it should, the authors have seen that insufficient work is done by management and staff of an acquiring organization in preparation of the on-boarding of the prime contractor. The important lesson learned is: regardless of the quality of the prime contractor, few projects can expect to be successful without certain preparation to assure organizational readiness. This preparation includes:

- **Project Charter & Governance.** All major IT investment should put in place a project charter that identifies purpose of a project, executive sponsors, steering committee members, a project manager, and a project management team.
- **Business Case.** A major IT project is a major capital investment and should have a carefully prepared business case that identifies business drivers and justifications for undertaking the project. The business case should contain an analysis of solution alternatives that identifies their relative benefits (both financial and non-financial), costs, and risks. It should conclude with the solution alternative selected, key success factors, and risks.
- **Detailed Planning Artifacts.** Relevant artifacts include: requirements and statement of work to support procurement, a high-level project plan, communications plan, and other supporting plans.
- **Procurement Process.** Proposals are solicited using formal RFP or other processes. Proposals received are evaluated, possibly using predefined evaluation / scoring criteria. This is followed by contract negotiation with the apparent winner of the competitive process, legal reviews, and contract execution.

Note that when working with a contractor who is using an Agile development process, communications plan and other supporting plans need particular attention. Agile requires frequent communication -- sometimes on a daily basis. As part of the planning documents, processes need to be put in place for the contractor and the acquiring organization (including end users who will ultimately be using the system) to have frequent interaction and collaboration.

5. Contractual Considerations

From the perspective of the acquiring enterprise, project success is at least partly tied to the effectiveness of the contract. In this respect, it is important for the acquiring enterprise to consider the following:

- Procurement models;
- Terms & conditions including penalty or liquidated damage clauses;
- Degree of contract modifications anticipated during the project’s lifecycle.

**Procurement Models.** Procurement models primarily refer to whether the contract will be deliverables based or time-and-materials based. If the requirements are well understood, stable, and can be well documented, a deliverables based contract is most appropriate; but this is not usually the case. Therefore, many enterprises (especially in the private sector) may feel that time-and-materials contracts are more easily set up and administered. This model is more supportive for Agile methods, because there is no need to have detailed requirements completely specified in the beginning of the project, allowing for discovery along the way. However, the acquiring enterprise must be willing to accept the risk associated with contractor non-performance and potentially flawed time and cost estimates.

On the other hand, a deliverables based contract does not give complete protection against cost overrun. This is because requirements may not be sufficiently detailed, and enhancements of requirements as the project progresses frequently entail additional costs. Also, the prime contractor would have included a price premium or slack in its cost proposal to deal with uncertainty or error in estimation.

This situation contrasts with a time-and-materials contract in which there is no specific upfront assurance of the cost and time required to deliver a specific set of features-functions. In short, there are positive and negative for either approach. What we have found that works is a combination of the two approaches where a time boxed iterative approach is used, but with specific deliverables after multiple iterations. The iterative approach in the beginning of the project allows for requirements discovery while both sides develop a better understanding of
everything from the requirements to the technical difficulties involved. This is followed by specific milestone based deliverables that enable work in progress to be reviewed iteratively.

**Terms & Conditions.** Terms and conditions in the contract that awards performance (such as early completion) could be a useful incentive for the contractor; as are clauses that delay, retain, or otherwise reduce payment due to non-performance (such as late completion). Especially important would be payment terms (e.g. Net 30 upon invoice), provision for progress payment for deliverables work in progress, retainage (e.g. 15% holdback on all accepted deliverables invoiced until after User Acceptance Test (UAT) and formal acceptance of the system). This makes the UAT a critical part of any contract. More on UAT will be discussed in the next section.

**Contract Statement of Work (SOW).** Considerations for developing a SOW include the following:

- Deliverables need to have well defined acceptance criteria. In other words, the contract should specify what is included and not included in each deliverable.
- There is a need for contract language that balances specificity with flexibility to enable dynamic response to certain project unknowns, e.g. approved scope expansion or schedule changes.
- For requirements that may not be stable (e.g. requirements that have not been thoroughly vetted or rapidly changing business conditions), it may be necessary for the acquiring organization to budget extra funds for on-demand work by the contractor, through change requests, task orders, or contract amendments.
- The SOW needs to be consistent with the SDLC anticipated. If the contractor and acquiring organization agree to time boxes or an iterative process, the SOW and contract should reflect this directly.

The last point requires further discussion. Unfortunately, many organizations use SOW templates that assume a sort of “big bang” Waterfall SDLC, with major deliverables assumed to be a single instance of the detailed requirements, architecture, design, or testable software release. Referring to Figure 1, the contract / SOW template may implicitly assume a single unidirectional pass through the Generic SDLC model. From the perspective of the acquiring organization, this approach may be the result of historical practices, or it may seem “simpler” to have fewer contractual deliverables. When the contractor is using Agile methods, this practice is extremely problematic in two ways:

- First, it may encourage the prime contractor and the staff of the acquiring organization to actually adopt a “big bang” Waterfall SDLC; with all the schedule, budget, and scope / quality risks associated with delayed identification of defects in requirements and designs.
- Second, it may create mismatch of expectations around key deliverables (e.g. detailed requirements, architecture, design, and testable software releases); as far as what specific work products can be reviewed by the acquiring organization by what time. This is especially problematic in federally or state government funded projects in which independent quality assurance or independent verification & validation (IV&V) by a third party may be mandatory.

The overall result is a mismatch of development methodology with deliverable and expectations. This is a recipe for trouble. In summary, you cannot expect to have fixed timelines and deliverables without detailed requirements, and you cannot expect requirements not to change or at least be elaborated. Make sure the contract structure and deliverables are in alignment with expectations in SDLC and development methodology.

### 6. Business Aware Testing

Owing to the real-world challenges described in Section 2, major IT projects in large enterprises, including those that use iterative or Agile SDLCs, may discover defects in functional requirements late in the project’s life cycle -- perhaps as late as User Acceptance Testing (UAT). This situation is not necessarily the fault of the prime contractor and the specific choice of SDLC. These types of defects are costly to fix and represent major risks to quality, schedule, and cost. To reduce defects at the time of system launch, we introduce the term Business Aware Testing. Business Aware Testing emphasizes testing from the business point of view, not only from the end users, but also from the acquiring organization’s business needs.

A useful model for visualizing testing is the “V-model” that relates different types of testing to different aspects of the system, as depicted in Figure 2.
Detailed Requirements \[\leftrightarrow\] User Acceptance Test (UAT) with workflows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extended System with legacy systems</th>
<th>End-to-End System Integration Test (Extended SIT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System</td>
<td>System Integration Test (SIT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module / Subsystem</td>
<td>Integration Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Unit Test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.** The V-Model for testing.

A good prime contractor would have planned for ample testing activities; especially in unit test, integration test, and system integration test. In the spirit of “trust but verify”, it is important for the acquiring organization to organize a testing effort of its own, separate and independent from the prime contractor and their development and testing teams. When doing this, the following considerations are important.

**Testing by Type.** For the acquiring organization, there are three types of testing that are especially important conceptually:

- Functional Testing: features-functions, user scenarios, use cases, workflows, etc.
- Non-Functional Testing: performance, load, stress, etc.
- Regulatory Compliance Related Testing: connectivity to government systems, certification, attestation, etc.

In the context of functional testing, there are more specialized types of testing that tend to be a mixture of the three types of testing identified above:

- Security Testing
- Data Conversion Testing
- Accessibility Testing
- Extended System integration Testing (with interfaces / integration with legacy systems)
- User Acceptance Testing

**Iterative / Agile SDLC with Waterfall Overlay.** To assure accountability and in the spirit of “trust but verify,” it is important for the acquiring organization to insist on testable code releases from the prime contractor that the acquiring organization can independently develop test scripts and run tests that can be traced to known detailed requirements. The authors believe a waterfall like overlay on the prime contractor’s iterative or Agile SDLC, called “IterFall”, would be advisable for accountability. See Figure 3 below.

**Entry & Exit Criteria.** For the acquiring organization, User Acceptance Tests (UAT) and Pilot of a major system involve coordination between different parts of the organization. Having well defined entry and exit criteria are not only important for mutual understanding between the acquiring organization and the prime contractor, they are important for the acquiring organization to effectively communicate with internal stakeholders and to manage the participation of staff and contractors resources in UAT and related activities. Examples of typical entry and exit criteria from a major IT project of the state of Oregon are given in Figure 4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Time Frame</th>
<th>Typical Entry Criteria</th>
<th>Typical Exit Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System integration Test (SIT) or Extended SIT</td>
<td>• As determined by prime contractor.</td>
<td>• Prime contractor completed all SIT test cases&lt;br&gt;• Level 1 Defect = 0 and Level 2 Defect = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Acceptance Test (UAT)</td>
<td>• SIT Exit Criteria met&lt;br&gt;• Acquiring Organization’s test cases ready</td>
<td>• Level 1 Defect = 0&lt;br&gt;• Level 2 Defect = 0 or as agreed with prime contractor&lt;br&gt;• Shape Metric requirement met (see below)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot</td>
<td>• UAT Exit Criteria met and Federal approval to start Pilot received&lt;br&gt;• Data conversion completed &amp; checked&lt;br&gt;• Server recovery exercise complete at hosting facility&lt;br&gt;• Business / people ready, especially training&lt;br&gt;• Rollback strategy complete</td>
<td>• Level 1 Defect = 0&lt;br&gt;• Level 2 Defect = 0 or as agreed with prime contractor&lt;br&gt;• Shape Metric continues to trend downward (see below)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 4.* Sample entry and exit criteria for SIT / Extended SIT, UAT, and Pilot in a state of Oregon major IT project. “Level” in this table refers to severity level of a defect. (See text below.)

In Figure 4, “Level” refers to severity level, which classifies defects in terms of their impact on overall system operations. This table assumes four levels of severity: Level 1 = critical software defects / total application failure, Level 2 = major software defects, Level 3 = minor software defects, and Level 4 = cosmetic defects that do not affect operation [Jones 2012]. In a contract, severity levels may need more precise operational definitions, in order to avoid disputes. It turns out dispute around assignment of defect severity level is common during UAT, with the prime contractor pushing for lower severity level than that assigned by the acquiring organization’s testers. This is understandable as earlier acceptance means earlier payment is possible from the prime contractor’s perspective. Within the acquiring organization, there may be enormous pressure to accept the system so it can be launched and the project closed – sometime before system quality has stabilized, unfortunately.

*Empirical Shape Metric for Defect Counts.* In order to understand if system quality has stabilized, it is important to track the temporal trend of total defects discovered by testing against some specific set of test scripts or test cases. Figure 5 depicts schematic defect trend in time that would need to be observed before a system can be considered production worthy for applications that are considered mission critical and/or must conform to strict regulatory compliance.

*Figure 5.* Sample Defects Shape Metric, which is a time series of Defects Count when a fixed number of test scripts are run multiple times.

It is possible to develop contract language to formalize understanding around defects shape metric between the acquiring organization and the prime contractor. Below is sample language from an executed contract between the state of Oregon and a major system integrator:
1. There will be at least five data points gathered during UAT. Agency will designate data points in its UAT Test Plan;
2. Defects discovered at the final data point must be less than or equal to 50% of the Time Series Maximum. “Time Series Maximum” is the data point representing the highest number of Defects discovered during the execution of the UAT test cases designated as data points;
3. There must be at least two data points following the Time Series Maximum; and
4. Data points must show that the total number of Defects is declining.

**Lessons Learned From Testing.** Some of these lessons learned may seem like common sense. However, there is a pattern of history repeating itself that the authors have observed. One reason is organizational dynamics and politics that sometime motivate premature system launch. Another reason may be general lack of awareness of certain types of risks among staff and management of the acquiring organization or the prime contractor.

- **Systems should not be placed into production when there are critical defects that require complex workarounds or have no workaround.**
- **Empirical defects trends are important for go-live decisions.**
- **Interaces to legacy systems and integration with other existing systems may be complex and high risk.** Time and time again, interfaces with existing / legacy systems have delayed a project’s ability to move to pilot or to go-live enterprise wide. Interfaces and integration with existing systems must be tested.
- **Data conversion (with shadow data repositories that often lack good inventory and documentations) may be complex and high risk.** Time and time again, data conversion has delayed a project’s ability to move to pilot or to go-live statewide. Data that need to be converted must be identified early, and converted data must be checked.
- **Security testing and reviews need to be done by trained specialists that apply appropriate test protocols, methods, and tools. Applicable standards may be industry specific or mandated by relevant government entities [End Note 1]. Also relevant are standards, policies, and procedures of the acquiring organization.**
- **Disaster recovery plan needs to be in place, tested, and validated.**
- **Regression testing needs to be done after bug fixes.** Lack of test automation is a challenge against sufficient regression test or even “smoke test” after bug fixes or software upgrades; which include upgrades or patches of underlying COTS products / platforms, middleware, and operating systems.

**7. Organizational Dynamics**

![Diagram](image_url)

**Figure 6.** Project management considerations are not simply the management of the triple constraints of scope, cost, and schedule, based on system engineering considerations. Scope / quality requirements are affected by changes in business case considerations and are susceptible to the influence of organizational dynamics.

Referring to Figure 6, “normal project management” is predicated on the management of a baseline project plan, which is the science and art of balancing the triple constraints of scope, cost, and schedule. When the business case and “to be” system requirements are stable, the challenge of balancing the triple constraints is mainly influenced by system engineering considerations. However, a stable business case with corresponding stable requirements is not a valid assumption in many projects, especially those that aim to transform operational paradigms or other important aspects of the enterprise. In these situations, requirements are susceptible to the influence of organizational dynamics. This means human factors of individuals and groups -- operating in the context of the organizational culture of the enterprise -- play an important role in shaping and morphing the requirements. Some lessons learned regarding organizational dynamics are:
• Projects need to deal with enterprise-wide paradigm change early, especially with respect to business process change, staffing change, and other changes that are in conflict with prevailing organizational practices or culture.
• Projects need to adapt and adjust scope / quality requirements with evolving changes in the business and external environment that may affect the business case; not ignore or resist them on the ground of scope creep or change control.

There is a fundamental tension between change management from the perspective of project management (which emphasizes change control) and organizational change management (which emphasizes necessary and beneficial change to the enterprise). The acquiring organization must balance change to project scope, schedule and budget with change needed by an enterprise, but the latter frequently requires time and organizational learning to develop and to refine [Crawford 2014]. In Agile, as in other SDLCs, a major IT project in a large acquiring organization must [Sills 2017]:
• develop project roadmaps that integrate relevant business functions and IT;
• put in place project governance that integrates all work teams and relevant business functions;
• coordinate cross-team / cross-function dependencies methodically and carefully;
• assure end-to-end functionality of work products across all work teams and relevant business functions.

Given organizational culture, it is not a given that all enterprises can do these things well to properly support Agile or, for that matter, another SDLC chosen to deliver a major IT project. In other word, SDLC is just one facet of success in delivering a major IT project in a large complex enterprise.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we have examined various aspects of assuring good quality & risk management for large organizations when acquiring enterprise systems, with emphasis on the use of Agile methods. In this context, an acquiring organization needs to pay particular attention to:
• how requirements are to be discovered and refined, given the general solution approach chosen;
• organizational readiness before the prime contractor should come on board;
• alignment between contract and SDLC, especially in relation to ongoing verification & validation of prime contractor work products;
• business aware testing, especially in relation to end-to-end functional testing and defects management during UAT;
• human factors and organizational dynamics that may cause real-world circumstances to deviate significantly from those assumed by life cycle reference models and processes, especially those that assume stable requirements and business case as given.

When working with a prime contractor, it would be important to adopt a “trust but verify” mindset during all aspects of a project. A project that aims to bring about major business process changes and operational paradigm shifts [End Note 2] is especially challenging and need to review business case and requirements frequently with those participating in project governance. Real-world complexity – including but not limited to availability of subject matter experts, contracting models, resources for end-to-end functional testing, and organizational dynamics / culture -- may render Agile (or other SDLCs for that matter) not a good fit for the acquiring organization.

Large IT projects in large enterprise are among the most complex human endeavors. A viable solution that meets business needs requires good cross-team / cross-functional coordination that takes into account human factors and organizational dynamics. There is no “silver bullet” for successful delivery of major systems. The choice of SDLC, including Agile if chosen, is one facet of good management and systems engineering / systems integration.
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End Notes


[End Note 2] The term “paradigm shift” originated in philosophy of science. See T. Kuhn, *The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, Second Edition*, Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1970. Besides the physical sciences, this term has been widely used in different fields (e.g. technology, marketing, and social sciences) to mean a major change in thought pattern or approach of individuals or organizations.
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